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Race report

Killara Road; a race in multiples of four four kilometre
quarters; Gruyere up to Ford Hill, Ford Hill back down to
Gruyere, Gruyere to Coldstream and finally back again, each
section with its own personality.  Quarter one; uphill with a
kick at the end, don't go too hard early or you'll be lost on the
final pinch.  Quarter two; the only section that allows a bit of
recuperation as long as you are with the bunch, a break can put
the pressure on down this section.  Quarter three; a series of
ups and downs, more downs than ups, the ups big enough to
enable a strong rider to ride clear of the peleton.  Quarter four,
the final quarter; mainly uphill and, with the climb to Gruyere
Road before the drop to the finish, one needs reserves in the
tank for both the climb and then the final sprint.

It was another windy day in paradise that greeted the 59 riders
who came out to challenge the tough Killara Road course, it
wasn't warm either but it was dry.  The north-westerly wind
having its biggest impact on the more open western
(Coldstream) end of the course, descending into the Stringy
Bark Creek valley riders were confronted with a block
headwind that took the entum out of their momentum.  Over
the remainder of the course, as the road twisted either side of
the nor-east/sou-west minor cardinal, echelons were the order
of proceedings. The stepped bunches and the narrow roads
catching one rider out, being caught on the wrong side of the
centre line and excluded from the results.

a-grade (11 riders, 4 laps (64k))

It was a Collingwood dozen that set out for the first of sixteen
quarters, Guy Green appointed bunch captain, referee for the
day, led the field away at a moderate pace, the bunch two
abreast, Roy Clark leading the second string.  With four
journeys up the incline to the Ford Hill turn there was no rush,
all content to let the captain lead the way.  Nothing much

changed on the descent, just the order in the line as Guy retreated
to the rear to survey his charges.  Two quarters complete the
group rolled past the Gruyere oval as one and set off to discover
what the wind was going to be like out the other side.

Bums were lifted from saddles on the incline from the oval, and
from the creek, but heart rates weren't tested.  It wasn't till the
closing stages of the lap that racing commenced in earnest.  Phil
Smith the instigator stretching his legs, and the bunch, on the
climb to Gruyere Road, Guy Green happily marking Phil's effort
whilst gaps appeared in the line behind.  The gaps getting larger
the further down the line, Steve Ross and Thorkild Muurholm
finding the increase in tempo more than their legs could handle.

Phil and Guy started the descent to complete the first lap twenty
metres ahead of the next rider.  With still twelve quarters to race
the leaders didn't push their advantage.  Seven of the remainder to
came back together on the descent before Trevor Coulter upped
his effort in an attempt to bridge to the two leaders.  Across the
line (to complete the lap) it was two with a short gap to the lone
Trevor and another small gap to the group of six, then Steve and
Thorkild.

Despite not driving their advantage a break containing Phil and
Guy was a threat and it fell to Nigel (fell? - ed.) to start the chase.
Nigel bringing the chase up to Trevor's wheel at the school house
only to be taught a lesson as Roy att acked in his own bid to join
the break.  Russell Newnham knowing enough to be glued to
Roy's wheel.  Roy and Russ making the juncture as the followers
dug deep to stay in touch, Rob and then Phil Cavaleri coming
through in an effort to reduce the gap.  The efforts of the chase
paying off as by the base of the last push to the turn it was
essentially together (sans Steve and Thork who were destined to
finish alone) but there was some heavy breathing toward the back
of the bunch as the pursuers sucked in the O2.

With the turn in sight Phil and Guy continued to push the pace,
gaps again appearing along the line, gaps that riders fought to
close before the turn to ensure inclusion in the lead group should
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neutrality be waived.  Enough of the bunch made it round in
touch that the leaders stayed their hand and the nine coalesced
to complete the descent as one.

Those anticipating a move by Nigel at the School House Hill
weren't disappointed, just a little surprised as he jumped from
mid-field a lap early.  Nigel cresting the hump ten metres clear
and driving it down the other side extending it to fifty metres
by the line and the start of the seventh quarter.  With the
chasers looking at each other for inspiration Nigel extended his
lead up the hill to Gruyere Road and by the time the others
crested the same rise they were again surprised; the gap had
blown out to around 200m.  Surprise turned to structure and
the bunch started to work together to pull it back.  With no
shadows Nigel led the field a merry chase down dale and over
hill for the next four kilometres only to find all and sundry on
his wheel as he turned at the Coldstream end of the circuit.

Having rounded up the impetuous Nigel the pace settled back
to a solid tempo for the return to get two to go.  For Nigel
though it was a case of from first to last to off the back (on the
drop to String Bark Creek), the effort of the previous three-
quarters of a lap showing the shortcomings in his legs, Nigel
the third to be dropped and the first to retire.

The next half lap followed a similar pattern, riders watching
each other to see who was going to be the next to try to break
things up, a bit of a scare up Ford Hill as Trevor got out of the
saddle but nothing came of it.  It wasn't until the rise after
Stringy Bark Creek when Roy took advantage of the wind shift
and the hill to att ack the group, Roy opening a good gap that
had the bunch rolling turns to peg him back by the Coldstream
turn.  Over the next quarter lap (fifth last) the members of the
group took the opportunity for a bit of recovery before
descending to the Gruyere oval and receiving the bell
indicating just four quarters to go.

Most of the group must have been a tad delirious as, on
hearing the bell, they sat up looking for position resulting in
Rob riding off the front to a handy little gap.  Rob holding his
lead to half way up the last ascent of Ford Hill where Phil
Smith hammered past; the bunch scrambling for wheels.  Rob
managing to lift it enough to catch the train and go round with
the group, Phil Cavaleri not so fortunate, losing contact and
never being allowed back into the race.

With visions of Phil powering past up the previous hill fresh in
his mind Rob decided that offence would be the best form of
defence and att acked the group halfway back to Gruyere,
taking a small lead over the school house hill, past the officials
on the line (who witnessed Rob being pursued by half a dozen
others) and onto the incline up to Gruyere Road.  Rob was
caught on the upslope but having got the hang of it, again
launched himself down the other side to open the gap up again.
David Holt discerned that this could be the move and set about
bridging, the head wind along the valley keeping him from
Rob's wheel.  Wiser heads waited till the wind was less of a
factor, Guy and Roy setting about their chase on the rise after
the creek, overhauling David and leaving him to the group
behind.  Russell, proving canny, had held the experienced
pair's wheel and it was four away and three left to chase.  The

lead four set about working together to put the chasers out of the
equation.

After the final turn the pace set by Roy and Guy put Rob and
Russell in trouble, the pair missing the odd turn as the gap to the
chasers continued to grow.  It was still a group of four that set off
up the last hill to Gruyere Road but then Roy got serious, Guy the
only one to match the increase in pace.  Roy had the initial
impetuous and held it to the top where he extended his gap as
gravity turned in his favour, Guy unable to close the gap on the
flat-out descent crossed the line a couple of seconds behind Roy.
A few more seconds passed before Russell rounded the bend and
came in sight of the officials on the line, Rob on his hammer but
unable to nail the gap, Russell third, Rob having to settle for
fourth.  Further down the road Phil Smith and David Holt had
continued their chase of the leaders but to no avail and finished in
that order, Trevor Coulter rounding out the bunch.

b-grade (18 riders, 4 laps (64k) – Nick Tapp)

The first leg, past the primary school towards the turn up on Ford
Hill was done at a sedate pace except for an optimistic sally up
the road by Pete Shanahan.  As the road got steeper, Pete duly
came back to the fold.  On the return descent towards the line,
Paul Wilson and David Hyde worked their way to the front and
lifted the pace, and Ian Milner suffered his first of two punctures
for the day.  It was pretty windy – mostly across the road, and
most noticeably down in the open country out towards the
airstrip.

Back on the Gruyere Rd hill approaching the end of lap 1, the
pace was hot enough for eight riders to reach the top with a gap
and the rest to drop off the back – Ben Schofield perhaps the first
but by no means the last.  The race was still young but in the
testing wind, and with strong men on the front of the lead group,
this early gap would only grow wider.  Most of the eight rotated
to the front over the next lap or so, working hard to cement their
advantage.  At each turn it became clearer that no one was going
to catch them, and as the race wore on, more and more of the
work fell to Paul, Frank Nyhuis, Brian Gray and Doug Reynolds.
The pace was high enough to deter attacks and the wind made
sure of it.

By the bell, the eight had a lead of a minute over the next pair;
with half a lap to go, the minute had become minutes.  As the
leaders turned back towards the finish line for the last time even
the strongest had had about enough and were looking for a wheel
to shelter behind, but none were forthcoming.  Paul Wilson had
looked the rider most likely all day but was feeling the need for
some respite, Frank was feeling much the same, but no one
wanted to take over the pace-making.  The prospect of one last
grunt up to Gruyere Rd will do that to you.  Finally Paul bit the
bullet and led the way back towards Stringy Bark Creek.
Whether born of frustration or something else, this was not to be
the winning move.

As the final climb began, Paul’s bikkies were spent, and so too
most of Frank’s.  Of those who still had anything in the legs, Nick
Tapp blinked first, about two-thirds of the way up, and got over
the top with a couple of bike lengths over Phil Thompson and
Brian Gray who pulled themselves back on on the descent.  In a
three-way sprint to the line, Phil and Brian came off Nick’s wheel



to cross first and second, Doug Reynolds was 30m behind
Nick, and Frank Nyhuis another 20m behind Doug.  Phil,
however, was disqualified for crossing the centre line on a
number of occasions earlier in the race, handing 1st place to
Brian Gray, which left Nick 2nd, Doug 3rd and Frank 4th.

c-grade (7 riders, 3 laps (48k) )

No report.

Club Clothing

A range of clothing is available for sale and usually available
from Kevin Starr at the races on Saturday.   Check out the
website (www.easternvets.com/clothing.php) for the full
range of clothing.

d-grade (13 riders, 3 laps (48k))

It was a baker’s dozen on the start line.  Half a lap later it was
a stretched out dozen that crossed it going the other way.  The
situation reflective of the first eight kilometres, Michael
Cosgrave setting a pace up Ford Hill that shattered the group,
spreading riders across a couple of hundred metres as they
struggled to match Michael’s pace.  All but Mick Paull closing
the gaps on the descent and finally making it back onto the
wheel ahead, the bunch back together shortly after the climb
out from the Gruyere oval.

For the rest of the run out to the Coldstream turn and the return
to Stringy Bark Creek the slightly depleted bunch stayed
together.  Until Michael again upped the ante on the climb up
to Gruyere Road that again stretched the bunch to breaking
point.  This time for good.  Resident mountain goat - Ted
McCoy, the only one with the legs to go with him.  Over the
top and through the end of the first lap it was a group of three;
Graeme Parker, Ross Goodings and Matt Robinson chasing the
lead pair followed by the shell-shocked remainder traipsing
through  in ones and twos.

The second time up Ford Hill Michael skipped clear of Ted to
round first, heading back to the oval and half race distance with a
bit of a gap to his followers.  Ted rounded alone in second and
just ahead of the three pursuants who picked him up on the
descent as they closed on Michael.  Past the oval it was back to a
group of five working cooperatively through the second half of
the lap to ensure there was no way back for those who had
slipped off the back.

Michael repeated the attack on the climb to Gruyere Road, Ted
again going with him, the pair again leaving the other three
behind.  In a repeat of the second lap Michael again skipped away
from Ted on the way up Ford Hill to start the last dozen
kilometres with a small break, Ted having a couple of hundred
metres on the chasing trio.  Unlike the second lap the race didn’t
regroup, Michael racing through Gruyere to start the last half lap
with Ted a couple of hundred metres in arrears, Richard, Graeme
and Ross equidistant behind him.  Through the start/finish area
the chase trio becoming a duo after Graeme, having done all he
could to get the group back into the race, retired before the haul
up to Gruyere road.

Over the last eight kilometres Michael extended his lead to finish
more than a minute ahead of Ted, Ted doing enough to hold off
Matt and Ross who had closed the gap to within a hundred metres
by the bottom of the last incline before Ted again pulled away
from the chasers.  In the chase Ross had enough to get away from
Matt on the last climb to Gruyere Road and descend alone for
third.  Ted finishing two hundred meters ahead of Ross with Matt
a further one hundred metres behind.

e-grade (9 riders, 2 laps (32k))

No report.

f-grade

No race.

Results

First Second Third Fourth

a-grade (11) Roy Clark Guy Green Russell Newnham

b-grade (18) Brian Gray Nick Tapp Doug Reynolds Frank Nyhuis

c-grade (7) Martin Stalder Richard Dobson Dayle Goodall

d-grade (13) Michael Cosgrave Ted McCoy Ross Goodings

e-grade (9) Graeme Haynes John Shaw Geoff Cranstone

Officials

Thanks to Graeme Parker and Ron Stranks who were on the desk taking entries.  Thanks to Steve Short who was in charge of the
day’s proceedings and all of the marshals and TCs on the road which included; Gary Wishart, John Thomas, Evan Butler, Peter
Costillo, Graham Cadd, Tony Curulli, Olivier Pomie, David Worland, Andy Burmas, and Neil Cartledge.  Also thanks to Richard
Dobson who manages the duty roster and ensures we have enough people on the day for our races and to JC Wilson who brings
the trailer to all our races and Peter Mackie with the drinks.



Eastern Vets Program

Saturday July 25 2:00pm Arthurs Creek Graded Scratch Races

Monday July 27 8:00pm Maroondah Club General Meeting

Saturday August 1 2:00pm Casey Fields Graded Scratch Races

Saturday August 8 2:00pm Casey Fields Graded Scratch Races

Saturday August 15 2:00pm METEC Graded Scratch Races

Wednesday 10:00am The Loop – Yarra Boulevard Scratch Races + post race coffee

Note : Graded Scratch Race entries are accepted on the day up to 15 minutes before the advertised race start time.
* Handicap entries close the Tuesday before the race.  Riders entering a handicap MUST pay the entry fee regardless of
   participation.  Fees are due on race day, entrants will NOT be allowed to start in any EVCC race until fees have been
   paid.
No late entries will be accepted for either scratch races or handicaps.  Entries to handicaps can be submitted via e-mail
to the handicapper or on any race day prior to the event.

Northern Vets Program
Sunday July 26 10:00am East Trentham Pig & Whistle handicap (44k)

Sunday August 2 9:30am South Gisborne Graded Scratch Races

Sunday August 9 10:00am Avenal Rd, Seymour General Memorial Handicap (64k)

Sunday August 16 9:30am National Boulevard Graded Scratch Races

Gippsland Vets Program
Sunday July 26 10:00am Kernot (Melways 627 K8) 46k scratch races

Sunday August 2 10:00am Kernot (Melways 627 K8) 46k scratch races

Victorian Veterans Cycling Council Program
Sunday Aug 16 Woodstock VVCC Road Championships 10/8 - $15

Note : Entries for VVCC Opens are to be submitted through the club secretary – Keith Bowen.
Entries are to be on the appropriate VVCC Open entry form (available on VVCC website) and are to be accompanied by
the requisite fee.
Entries should be with the club secretary the Saturday before they are due.

Other Results, etc.:

For your calendar

Date Location Event

29-30/8/2009 Halls Gap A great weekend of dining, socializing and cycling.
- 44k Graded Scratch race, Saturday 2:00pm,
- 61k VVCC Open handicap, Sunday 10:00am, Enter through VVCC - $15 due 24/8
Details available from Ian Smith

13/9/2009 Shepparton Fruitloop ride, 50, 100 & 200k ride options.  $90.00 registration
- www.fruitloopshepparton.com/fruitloopride/

13/9/2009 Whittlesea DeGani Kinglake ride, 120k - $130, 70k - $105
- www.supersprint.com.au/events/degani-kinglake-ride-2009.aspx

18/10/2009 Melbourne Around the Bay in a Day.
- 250k via Geelong, contact Nigel Kimber
- Melbourne - Sorrento - Melbourne, contact Keith Bowen

7/3/2010 Falls Creek BV - Alpine attack, 230k.  Registrations open 1/9/2009 - $150
- http://www.bv.com.au/great-rides/42359



Victorian Farmers Federation Volunteer Re-fencing Program

A posse of twelve gathered in the dawn light at Hurstbridge station, sipping coffee and enjoying the complimentary doughnut
from the local bakery they conversed on the proceedings of the day before and the task ahead.  At eight-thirty am Angelo
Antignani mustered his charges and led them to Nutfield to meet Alex Sutherland, and dog, to get the objective of the day.  Barry
Tully was the target.  His known location; Beale Avenue, Strathewen.  Equipped with gloves, safety vest, goggles and mask
David Worland, Jenni Worland, Kevin Turley, Kerrie Barratt, Dale Thompson, John Van Seters, Olivier Pomie, Thorkild
Muurholm, Kevin Jackson, Graham Haines, Nigel Kimber and Angelo followed Alex as they tracked their way through the green
country-side of Cottles Bridge and Arthurs Creek to the burnt out landscape of Strathewen.

Barry was waiting for us. Surprised by the numbers he had to reassess his options.  Divide and conquer was the only one, half a
dozen being dispatched to run wires along a kilometre or so of fencing, the other half given hammers and set to knocking staples
into posts.  With the sound of hammering ringing through the valley the wire-runners ran a length of wire through suspended
spacers before returning to pass the batten to the next, the small team filling in the morning completing four sections of fencing,
five runs per section.  The knockers knocked off their task quickly and were then assigned to roll damaged and fallen fences
before knocking off for lunch.

The morning had seen more than expected completed and after lunch all that was left was a couple of hundred metres of burnt
fencing to be rolled and another couple of hundred metres of wire to run out and staple before the group finished their day around
3:00pm.  Barry was very appreciative of the assistance and provided some insights into what that terrible day back in February
had been like.  He'd been lucky to keep his home and his family, but lost a couple of sheds filled with machinery along with
much of the fencing around his 250 acre property.  At the end of his driveway (less than a kilometre away) one house was saved
whilst fifty metres further along one was destroyed, the occupants only surviving by scrambling into a small dam and covering
themselves in mud.

There is still a lot of work being done in the area by volunteers, the club is looking at repeating the visit in the near future but if
anybody wishes to lend a hand before then give Angelo a call on 0410 560 383.

And now for something slightly different (again)

For those interested in something a bit different from your regular road racing Rob Amos has the thing for you.  On the 9/8/2009
Rob is hosting the third round of the Fat Tyre Flyers winter x-country series on the slightly fire damaged track at his property in
Chum Creek.

If you are not CA licensed day licenses are available for anyone wanting to have ago at this alternative discipline, talk to Rob at
any Saturday meet if you want to know more.

Halls Gap

Every year the Eastern Vets take a trip to the country for a weekend of racing.  This year we will again be going to Halls Gap for
the VVCC Open weekend at the end of August.

Halls Gap is approximately 3 hours from Melbourne via the Western Hwy.  For those of you who have not visited before it is on
the eastern edge of the beautiful Grampians.  The town is quiet, the views spectacular and the region offers many bush-walking
opportunities.

This is always a great weekend and the Grampians Cycling Club are excellent hosts - although they did let us down with the
weather last year!  The event is always the last weekend in August - this year, Saturday 29th and Sunday 30th.

Saturday racing will be 44km graded scratch races for all grades with approx $150 in prize monies in each grade
Sunday, the main event, the 61km VVCC Handicap with approx $3000 up for grabs.

Saturday evening dinner will be at the Quarry Restaurant in the centre of the town.

In previous years the non riders have gone on a winery tour to some of the local wineries on the Saturday afternoon, and a similar
event will be organised again this year IF enough interest is forthcoming.

Several members travel up on the Friday and return on the Monday making an enjoyable long weekend break in country Victoria.

If you are interested please let Ian Smith know so I can sort out the accommodation and restaurant details.

*******************


